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Many authors investigated fuzzy To and fuzzy Ro spaces depending 
IJpon the ordinary points of a set and not the fuzzy points . It is the pu£"pose 
of this note to SlJggest new definitions of fuzzy To and flJ zzy Ro - spaces u.s1ng 
Wong definition of fuzzy pOints. It will be also sho wn that these new definitions 
are equivalent to those introduced by Srivastava. Moreover the properties 
of To - ness and Ro - ness are sho wn to be both productive and hereditary and 
that a topologically generated fuzzy topological space .is To Or Ro if the original 
topologiCal . space is To or Ro, respectively. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 

[8] . Since then . in tensive studies of fu zzy sets have been developed. In 

particular, the definition of a fuzzy point was first given in 1974 by Wong in [7]. 1t 

is notable that, with this definit ion an ordinary point of a set is not a special case 

of a fuzzy point. In 1980, Pu and Liu [3J remedy this drawback by redefining 

fuzzy pOints in a way that can be used to develop the theory of fuzzy topology in 

a satisfactory way. In' 984, R. Srivastava, Lal , and A.K. Srivastava [4) studied 

the concept of a fuzzy T 1-topological space using the Wong fu zzy poin t (7). 

Lat.er in 1988, they introduced an equivalent definition (depending upon the 

ordinary points of a set) of a fuzzy Trspace [6J. On the other hand. a fuzzy 

To-topological space has bee n defined and studied by Hutton and Reilly /1 ]. Pu 

and Liu [3[ . and R. Srivastava. La l. and AX Sri vas lava [5[ . Hullon [ t[ and 

Srivastava (5) studied. in addition, the concept of a fuzzy Ro-space. It can be 

seen that in papers [1 , 2, 3J the authors investigated fuzzy To and fuzzy Ro 

spaces d8pending upon the ordinary points of a set and not the fuzzy points. It 

is the purpose of this note to suggest new definitio ns of fuz zy To and fu zzy 

Ro·spaces using the Wong definition of fuzzy points [7} . It will be also, shown 

that these new definitions are equivalent to those introduced by Srivastava 

in [51. Moreover, the properties of To-ness and Ro-ness are shown to be both 

productive and hereditary and that a topologically generated fuzzy topo logical 

space is To or RO if the original topological space is TO or Ro, respectively. 

2. 8ASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 

A function A from a nonempty set X to the unit interval [0,1} is called a 

fuzzy set in X. The membership function of a fuzzy set A in X will be denoted 

by J.1A. A fuzzy topology 't on X is a collection of fuzzy subsets in X which is 

closed under arbii:.rCl!)suprema and fin ite infima, contains both ¢' and X and. in 

addition, it contains all constant fu zzy sets. The term "fuzzy topological spaceH 

will be abbreviated as fts. A fuzzy point in X is a fuzzy set p : X -t (0,1 J such that 

p(x) = t for x "" xp, and p(x) = O. otherwise. where t E {O,l J. xp is called the 

support of p and t. its value. A fuzzy point p is said to belong to a fuzzy set A in 

X (p E A) if p(xp) < A (xp). If A is a subset of X. we shall denote the Characteristic 

function of A, also. by A. 
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3. FUZZY TO-TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

DEFINITION 3.1. (Pu and Liu (3J). An fls (X.,) is said 10 be a luzzy To 

IOpoiogic31 space iIt (X:t) is quasI To and for any s, t e (0,1) and x,y e X, x ;o! Y 

3 U e ,such Ihal U(x) _ sand U(y) > I . or U(x) > sand U(y) ~ I. 

DEFINITION 3.2. (Hullon and Reilly (1J). An hs (X.,) is said 10 be luzzy To ill 

each fuzzy set in X can be wriUen as sUPi rnfj Uij , where Uij' i e I. j E J, is fuzzy 

open or fuzzy closed. 

DEFINITION 3.3. (Srivaslava (SJ) . An Its (X.,) is said 10 be tUllY To ill 

" x.y E X. X ~ y, 3 U e , such Ihat eilher U(x) = I and U(y) • 0 or U(y) = 1 and 

Ulxl • O. 

Now we intrOduce our new delinitlon of a fuzzy To -topological space . 

DEFINITION 3.4. An lis (X:t) is said to be fuzzy To iff for any two distinct fuzzy 

poinls p, q in X, 3 U e "[ such that P E U and q e U or q e U and P Ii!: U. 

We now compare the above four detinitions Of fuzzy-To' ness in the following 

theorem. 

THEOREM 3.1. Consider the following statements for the fts (X:t) : 

(I) For any distinclluzzy points p, q in X, 3,=-, e 1: such thaI p e U and q Ii! U or 

q e U and p e U. 

(III "x.y E X, X • y. 3 U E , such Ihal eilher U(x) = t and U(yl = 0 or U(yl • 1 

and U(xl = O. 

(I!!) Each fuzzy set in X can be wriuen in the form SUPi inlj Uij. where each Vij . 

i E I, j eJ. is a fuzzy open or a luzzy closed set. 

(IV) (X :r) is quasi To and, lor any two disrtinct points x. y e X and for all 

s, t E (O.l), there exis ts U e 1: such that either U(x) "" 5 and U(y) ::> t or 

U(xl > S ond Ulyl = I. 
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We have the following implica tions: 

(I) "" (II) 

(I) => (III) 

(III) f (I) 

(I) => (IV) 

(IV);b (I) 

Pro 01. It'5uFficies to prove that (I) ¢::) (II). The remai ning implications follows 

directly using (5, Theorem 2.1). 

(Il => (II). Let x, y E X, X ~ Y and let Pn, qn be fuzzy poin ts in X with supports 

x, y, respectively, and such that Pn(x) "'" qn(Y) "" 1 - ~ , n E N. Since x * y then 

Pn ~ qn for every n Ii N and by (I) 3 Un e 't suctl that either Pn E Un and 

qn": Un, or qn E Un and Pn O! Un' Assume that Pn E Un and qn Ii! Un (the other 

case can be trealed similarly) then Un(x) > 1 - *. Deline U "" ~ Un then. U E "( 

and U(x) _ 1. U(y) _ O. SO we have (II) . 

(11) ::) (1) . Suppose that p, q are two distinct luzzy points in X wilh supports x.y 

and value s r, S E (0.1). respectively. then x .. y and by (II) 3 U E" such that 

ei1her U(x) _ 1 and U(y) _ O. or U(x) _ 0 and U(y) - 1. Assume that U(x) _ 1 and 

U(y) = 0 (the other case can be treated similarly). Since p(x) == r < 1. and 

q(y) _ s > O. it follows Ihal p • U and q. U. So we have (I). 

REMARK 3.1. Definition 3.4 can be replaced by an equivalent def in ition 

when we replace the fuzzy open set U by a fuzzy closed set V. In this case all 

the implicalians of theorem 3." remain valid. 

The following theorem shows thaI the property of To-ness 01 a fuzzy topological 

space is productive. 

THEOREM 3.2. Lei {{Xi/til : i e II be a lamily 01 fuzzy To·topological spaces (in 

the sense 01 Definition 3.4), then the product space (X.t) = n (Xi, t j) is a fuzzy To 

iff each coordinate fts is fuz zy To. 

Proof. Let (Xj, til be fuzzy To for j Eland let p, q be two distinctluzzy points in 

X, P = <Pj>. q .: <qj> . Then Pi ~ qi lor at least one i e I. Then 3 Ui E ti such thaI 

Pi E Uj and qj Ii!' Ui or qi E Uj and Pi I!. Ui. Suppose that Pi E Uj and qi Ii!' U; (the , , 
other case can be treated similarly). Let U - fJ U j' where Uj'" Xi' for j;.!: i, 

J 
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Ui = Ui for j ... i. It is clear that U e '[ and P E U. q IE U. Hence (X.t ) is fuzzy To. 

Converse!~ leI (X .. t) be fuzz y To and consider any (Xi. '[I ). i E I. Let PI. qi be 

two disiinci fuzzy points in Xi and construe! the two distinct fuzzy paints p=< pi >, 
i . 'I" I I 

q - < qj :> In X where Pi - qj lor J:;e I and Pi ,. Pi , qi :: qi, Then 3 U e t such 

Ihal either p e U and q ~ U , or q E U and pe U. Suppose that P E U and 

q 2: U (the other case can be treated similarly). Then we can find a basic fuzzy 

open set 9 Ui such that p E Ij1 Ujc U. It follows that Pi E Ui, and si nce q Ii: U 

then q E n Vj and hence qi Ii! Uj. This proves that (Xi. ti l is fuzzy ·To. 
) 

Using Ihe definitions of a fuz zy subspace introduced by Pu and Liu {3, Definition 

8.1 J and the topologicallY generated fuzzy topological space (introduced by 

Lowen (2)) together wi th Definition 3.4 we can easily prove the fol!e.wing 

theorems. 

THEOREM 3.3 . Every fuzzy subspaCe:! of a luzzy To-space is also a fuzzy 

To-space . 

THEOREM 3 .4. l ei (X, T) be a lopological space, Then (X, T) is 

To co (X, w(T)) is luzzy To. 

4. FUZZY Ro·TOPOLOGICAl SPACES 

Fu zzy Ro-spaces have been defined by Hutton and ReiJJy [1 J and 

R. Srivastava, Lal. and A.K. Srivastava (5) as follows: 

DEFINITION 4.1 (Huilon [1J) An lis (X , T) is said IO'be fuzz y Ro ill each fuzzy 

open set can be written as a supremum 01 fuzzy closed sets . 

DEFINITION 4.2, (Srivalava [5)) . An fls (X,T) is fuzzy Ro ill 'I x, y. X, x * y , 

whenever there is a U E t such thaI U(x) ., 1 and U(y) = O. there is also V E ,. 

such Ihal V(y). I and V(x) • o. 

II has been shown in Srivastava {5} thai Oe/inition 4.1 and Definition 4.2 

are totally independent and Ihat the latter definition is a good extension 01 the 

concept of an Ro topological space white the former is not. We propose here 

another definit ion of fuzzy Ro-spaces depending upon fuzzy points rather than 

ordinary set points as given in Oel;n;110n 4.2. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. An fts (X,"!:) is fuzzy Ro iff fo r all distinct luzzy points p. q in X 

whenever there is a U e 1: such that P E U and q e U, there is also V E 1: such 

Ihat q E V and p Ii: V. 

THEOREM 4.1. For.a11 fts (X,'(} consider the following statements: 

(I) For aU dist inct fu zzy points P, q in X whenever there is a U E '( such that 

p E U and q '.C U, there is also V E '£ such Ihat Q E V and P liE V. 

(II) 'r;/ x, Y E X. X ;:. y , whenever there is a U E '£ such that U(x) = 1 and 

U(y) • 0, Ihere is also V E 1 such Ihal V(y). 1 and V(x) • O. Then 

statements (I) and (11) are equivalent. 

Proof. (I) ::::) (II). Lei x,y E X, X 7; Y and suppose thaI there is a U E t such Ihal 

U{x) = 1 and U{y) "" O. Let Pn. Qn be fuzzy points in X with supports x and y, 

respectively, and Pn(x) '" Qn(y) "" 1· ~ , n e N. It is clear lhat Pn e U and qn e U 

for all n E N. Then by (I) 3Vn E t such that qn E Vn and Pn e Vn• n EN. Le t 

V . u V 0, then V(x) • 1 and V(y) - O. So we have (II). Conversely, (II) => (I). 
e 

LeI P, q be two distinct fuzzy points in X , P <i: q I p(x) - r, q(y) .. S. r, S e (0,1) . and 

suppose that there is a U E 'C such that P E U and q eo U. It is clear that x .... y. , , , 
Assume Ihat Ihere is U E 1 such Ihal U(x) _ 1 and U(y) • O. Then by (II) 3V' E 1 

such Ihal V'(y) _ 1 and V' (x) • O. Since q(y). s < 1 then q E V' and since 

p(x) = r > 0 then p "" V'. Hence. (I) is now implied. 

REMARK 4.1 . If Ihe fuzz y open sets U and V in Definition 4.3 are r€ ,?laced by 

fuzzy closed sets U' and V', respectively, then the statemenl ollheorem 4.1 is 

sl i11 valid. 

Following similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we can 

easily prove the following theorems. 

TfiEClREM 4- 2 
let {(Xi,·til : i E r I be a fami ly of fuzzy Ro·spaces, (hen the producl 

(X.t) '" IJ (Xi. Ti) is fuzzy Ro ill each coordinates fts is fuzzy Ro. , 

THEOREM 4.3. A fuzzy subspace of a fuzzy Ro-space is also fuzzy Ro. 

THEOR EM 4.4. A topological space (X,T) is Ro ill the lis (X, w(T)) is fuzzy Ro, 
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5. CONCLUSION 

It appears more appropriate 10 define fuzzy To and fuz zy Ao spaces in 

terms 01 fuzzy points rather than ordinary points of a set. It has been shown Ihat 

Ihe new definition of a fuzzy T a-space impl ies the previous ones introduced in 

111.131. and 151. Also. Ihe properties of To-ness and Ro-ness are shown 10 be 

bo th productive and hereditary. Moreover, it has been also shown that with 

these new definitions a topologically generated fuzzy topological space is To or 

Ao ilthe original topological space is To or Ro, respec tively . Finally, the main 

purpose of this note has been grown out of a desire to gel definitions of fuzzy To 

and Ao spaces in a way that can be extended in a straightforward manner to the 

case of fuzzy T I-spaces introduced by Srivastava in [6J . 
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